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In the present study, a CFD simulation of forced convection in a rectangular block of
aluminum foam is investigated. A two energy equations model with the BrinkmanForchheimer extended Darcy model is considered in the CFD investigation. The governing equations are solved using COMSOL, a commercial multiphysics ﬁnite-element PDE
solver. Three types of aluminum foam 10-, 20-, 40- pore per inch with diﬀerent porosity
are studied. A parametric study for the range of Reynolds number Re = 250–2000 and
the imposed heat ﬂux qw = 0.8 − 1.6 (W/cm2 ) is carried out to examine the thermal and
the ﬂuid ﬂow behaviors of the aluminum foams. It is found that the plug ﬂow conditions
are prevalence for the aluminum foams. The 40-pore per inch aluminum foam has a
better heat transfer performance with a larger pressure drop, followed by the 20-, and
then by the 10- pore per inch. The validation of the simulation results is made against
experimental data from the literature and showed a perfect agreement.
Keywords: aluminum foam, CFD modeling, COMSOL, cooling, Darcy–Brinkman–Forchheimer
model, forced convection.
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1.

Introduction

The use of open-cell metal foams have been widely increasing given by its diverse
properties in various areas including aerospace, electronics and automotive. These
cellular materials are considered one of the most promising enhanced surfaces by
virtue of their intrinsic multifunctional features: high heat transfer area to volume
ratio, good stiﬀness and strength, enhanced ﬂow mixing capability. Therefore, metal
foams have considerable possible applications in heat exchangers [1], fuel cells [2],
metal foam reactors [3], solar air receivers [4], compact heat sinks for power electronics [5, 6]. Metallic foams are used for other important industrial applications such
as: cladding on buildings, strain isolation, geothermal operations, petroleum reservoirs, cryogenics, catalytic beds, compact heat exchangers for airborne equipment,
air-cooled condensers for air conditioning and refrigeration systems [7, 8].
Several investigations on the determination of the heat transfer and ﬂuid ﬂow
characteristics of metallic foam have been conducted over the last twenty years.
Bhattacharya et al. [9] provided analytical and experimental results for the eﬀective thermal conductivity for high porosity metal foams. They used a range of high
porosity materials of 90 < ε < 98% and 5, 10, 20 and 40 PPI pore densities. The analytical model represented the foam by a two-dimensional array of hexagonal cells.
The porosity and the pore density were used to describe the porous media. Experimental data with aluminum foams using air and water as the ﬂuid media were used
to validate the analytical solutions. Their experimental work also made use of the
Forchheimer equation to describe the ﬂow parameters. Phanikumar and Mahajan
[10] numerically and experimentally studied the buoyancy induced ﬂow in a high
porosity aluminum foam heated from below and indicated the two-equation energy
model is a better model when ﬂuid/porous interfaces are involved. Haji-Sheikh and
Vafai [11] provided analysis of heat transfer in porous media imbedded inside ducts
of diﬀerent shapes, by solving the governing equations assuming local thermal equilibrium, and applying a constant-wall-temperature boundary condition. Alvarez–
Hernandez [12] and Dukhan [13] presented experimental results for the pressure
drop of airﬂow through samples of open cell aluminum foam for various porosities and pore densities. Minkowycz and Haji-Sheikh [14] solved the local-thermalequilibrium equations for the case of parallel plates and circular porous passages
including the eﬀect of axial conduction. Kopanidis et al. [15] presented a 3D numerical simulation methodology for the ﬂow and heat transfer at the pore scale level of
high porosity open cell metal foam. The conjugate ﬂow and temperature ﬁelds were
obtained by solution of the Navier–Stokes and energy equations for two diﬀerent
foam pore densities under various ﬂow and temperature conditions. Chen et al.
[16] presented a numerical investigation for enhanced heat transfer from multiple
discrete heated sources in a horizontal channel by metal-foam porous layer. Both
Darcy–Brinkman Forchheimer ﬂow model and two-equation energy model based
on local thermal non-equilibrium were used to characterize the thermo-ﬂow ﬁelds
inside the porous regions. A stream function–vorticity analysis solution was used
to resolve the coupled governing equations for the porous/ﬂuid composite system.
Bai and Chung [17] developed a simpliﬁed analytical model and a unit-cell CFD
model to predict the heat transfer capability and the pressure drop in metal foams.
Dukhan and Ali [18] presented results of a systematic experimental study target-
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ing the eﬀect of foam sample diameter and wall eﬀects on the viscous and form
contributions to the pressure drop for air ﬂow through aluminum foam. Ranut et
al. [19] presented a 3D approach based on the X-ray computed microtomography
(µ-CT) technique. The results were performed on three diﬀerent open-cell aluminum
foams samples and showed that open-cell aluminum foams are eﬀective means for
enhancing heat transfer.
In this work, a two energy equations model coupled with the Brinkman-Forchheimer
extended Darcy model are solved by the commercial CFD software “COMSOL”.
The computational domain consists of a rectangular block of open cell aluminum
foam. This porous medium is heated by its above surface with uniform and constant
heat ﬂux and exposed to ambient air ﬂow. The eﬀects of Reynolds number range
Re = 250-2000 and the imposed heat ﬂux qw = 0.8 − 1.6 W/cm2 on the ﬂuid ﬂow
hydrodynamic parameters, as well as on the porous medium thermal characteristics
are examined to establish the fundamental eﬀects, and provide a practical results.
2.

Thermo-fluid model

We consider a rectangular block of open-cell aluminum foam having a constant
cross section and heated by its top surface with a constant and uniform heat ﬂux
qw . The block has a length L in the ﬂow direction and a height H, as shown in Fig.
1. One-dimensional ﬂow of air is considered in the x direction. At the inlet of the
foam block, the air ﬂow has a constant average velocity u0 and a temperature T0 .
2.1.

Assumptions

1. Flow through porous media involves three scales: The pore scale, the representative elementary volume (REV) and the domain scale. The REV is much
larger than the pore scale, but smaller than the domain scale. The REV is
the length scale at which the characteristics of porous ﬂow hold [20]. For the
purposes of this work, transport properties (heat, mass and momentum) are
considered to have averaged-volume values at the REV and system models
are generated from this scale.
2. Thermophysical properties of both solid and ﬂuid phases are constant; this
assumption is valid in applications where the temperature is not suﬃciently
high to cause changes in the properties of the materials.
3. Foam porosity is constant and independent of the management. The porous
medium is isotropic and homogeneous [21]. There are no signiﬁcant variations
with the direction for a given foam type.
4. At the ﬂow speed considered, the ﬂow is steady, laminar and incompressible.
5. Radiative heat transfer, viscous dissipation and the work done by pressure
changes are negligible.
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(a)

(b)

(c)

Figure 1 a) Schematic of foam block subjected to a constant heat ﬂux, b) Samples of diﬀerent
pore density aluminum foam with a graduated millimeter scale [40], and c) Mesh grid system for
the computational domain

2.2.

Governing equations

Under the assumptions above, the two dimensional steady state macroscopic conservation equations for mass, momentum and energy of solid and ﬂuid phases are
as follows [38]:
• Continuity equation:

∂u ∂v
+
=0
∂x ∂y

(1)

Assuming the air is incompressible at the ﬂow speed considered.
• Momentum equations:
x-momentum equation:
ρf
ε2

(u

→
∂u
∂p µu ρf CF −
∂u
µ ∂2u ∂2u
+v )=−
−
− √
V u+ ( 2 + 2)
∂x
∂y
∂x
K
ε ∂x
∂y
K

(2)
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y-momentum equation:
ρf
ε2

(u

−
∂v
∂v
∂p µv ρf CF →
∂2v
µ ∂2v
+v )=−
−
− √
V v + ( 2 + 2)
∂x
∂y
∂y
K
ε ∂x
∂y
K

(3)

• Energy conservation equations: Energy conservation equation for the ﬂuid
phase:
(ρCp )f (u

∂Tf
∂Tf
∂
∂Tf
∂
∂Tf
+v
)=
((kf e + kd )
)+
((kf e + kd )
)
∂x
∂y
∂x
∂x
∂y
∂y
(4)

+hsf asf (Ts − Tf )
Energy conservation equation for the solid phase:
0=

∂
∂Ts
∂
∂Ts
(kse
)+
(kse
) + hsf asf (Tf − Ts )
∂x
∂x
∂y
∂y

The dimensionless parameters used in the present study are:
x
y
X=
Y =
H
H
ρf ui H
Re =
µ
hsf H
qw H
N ux =
=
kf
(Twx − Ti ) kf

(5)

(6)
(7)
(8)

Calmidi [21, 22] developed a model for df /dp as a function of porosity after modiﬁcation to reﬂect the diﬀerence between the open cell represent and the threedimensional dodecahdron structure. The ﬁber diameter, df , is measured by using
a microscope. The pore diameter dp is estimated by counting the number of pores
in a given length of material.
√
(1−ε)
df
(1 − ε) 1
= 1.18
, G = 1 − e− 0.04 (shape function)
(9)
dp
3π G
The properties of porous matrix of metal foam, K and CF , for momentum
equation are taken from Calmidi [22] as follows:
( )−1.63
df
−0.132
CF = 0.00212 (1 − ε)
(10)
dp
( )−1.11
K
df
−0.224
=
0.00073
(1
−
ε)
(11)
2
dp
dp
The thermal properties of metal foam, kf e , kse , kd and αsf , for energy equation
are taken from the literature [23–26] and are shown as follows:
0.763

kef f = kf e + kse = εkf + B (1 − ε)
ks , B = 0.181 for air
√ −
→
kd = γρCp K V , where γ = 0.06 (the dispersion coeﬃcient) for air
]
3πdf [
−(1−ε)/0.04
asf =
2 1−e
(0.59dp )

(12)
(13)
(14)
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2.3.

Boundary conditions

The following boundary conditions are imposed on the model above. All conditions
at the limits are physically signiﬁcant:
At the inlet (x = 0, 0 ≤ y ≤ H), the ﬂow with input velocity is given.
∂Ts
=0
(15)
∂x
At the exit (x = L, 0 ≤ y ≤ H), atmospheric pressure and no viscous stress.
(
)
T
p = p0
µ ∇u + (∇u)
=0
(16)
u = u0

v=0

Tf = T0

Along the bottom wall (0 ≤ x ≤ L, y = 0), the no-slip conditions are taken.
u=0

v=0

(17)

Without heat sources:

∂Tf
∂Ts
=0
=0
∂x
∂x
Along the top wall (0 ≤ x ≤ L, y = H), the no-slip conditions.
u=0

(18)

v=0

(19)

∂Ts
∂Tf
|y=H − kf
|y=H
∂y
∂y

(20)

With heat source:
qw = −ks

Where L = 5.08 cm and H = 10.16 cm.
In this study, we use three types of aluminum foam, whose properties are given
in Table 1.
Table 1 Properties of the three types of aluminum foam [20]

ppi
(pore-per-inch)
10
20
40

3.

ε
(%)
68.6
78.2
93.5

σ
(m2 m−3 )
1264
1705
1915

kse
(Wm−1 K−1 )
27.0
21.3
18.7

dp
(m)
1.84x10−3
2.03x10−3
1.20 x10−3

Results and discussion

The aluminum-foams made of aluminum-alloy T-6201, are employed in the present
study. The density and thermal conductivity are almost identical for the aluminumalloy, i.e. ρs = 2690 kgm−3 and ks = 218 Wm−1 K−1 . Air is used as the working
ﬂuid (Pr = 0.7, ρf = 1.16 kgm−3 and kf = 0.0263 Wm−1 K−1 ) [16].
For aluminum foam cooled by air, the temperature of the solid and the ﬂuid are
similar [25]. Lee and Vafai [30] stated that, for the case where the Biot number
is high and the ratio of the ﬂuid to the solid conductivity is very small, which is
certainly the case for an aluminum foam air combination, the temperature diﬀerence
between the solid and the ﬂuid is nearly uniform over the foam cross section, and
the temperatures of the solid and the ﬂuid have approximately the same value.
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3.1.

Grid sensitivity analysis

In order to determine at what number of element the solution of the governing partial diﬀerential equations (PDEs) becomes grid independent. A grid independence
study was conducted on the ﬁnite element mesh. The COMSOL mesh uses triangular elements with local triangular element reﬁnement. The solution for steady
ﬂow through the metallic foam has been performed at diﬀerent number of domain
elements. The metallic foam model was solved ﬁve diﬀerent times. The number of
elements used to create the mesh (500 elements, 1030 elements, 1630 elements, 3130
elements, and 6606 elements) was adopted in order to determine the most eﬃcient
mesh size (in terms of change in resulting temperatures vs. computation time).

(a)

(b)

Figure 2 Grid Sensitivity Analysis: a) the temperature versus the none-dimensional axe
Y = y/H, b) the temperature versus the none-dimensional axe X = x/L
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Fig. 2 shows the temperature proﬁles inside the metallic foam versus the dimensionless axes Y and X respectively. The solution reached constant with variation
less than 1E-03 % at number of elements (N) = 6606 elements.
Fig. 3 shows the relative error of temperature versus the number of elements
for four diﬀerent mesh points ( T|(x=L/3, y=H) , T|(x=2L/3, y=H) , T|(x=L/3, y=H/3)
and T|(x=2L/3, y=2H/3) ). The decreasing proﬁles of the relative error take very
small values which can be reach a value of 1E-04 % at the number of elements
N = 6606. As seen in Tab. 1, a mesh size of 6606 elements was chosen as ideal
as any greater number of elements which did not produce a signiﬁcant change of
resulting temperatures.

Figure 3 The diagram of grid independent test on absolute relative error of temperature

Table 2 Grid independent study

Number
of
mesh
elements

Number Comp. T|(x=L/3, y=H)
of deg. time
(K)
of free- (s)
dom
solved

500
1030
1630
3130
6606

3896
7635
11815
21894
45981

9
11
12
16
39

318.262567
318.262174
318.262342
318.262359
318.262365

|∆T|
T

T|(x=2L/3, y=2H/3)

|∆T|
T

(%)

(K)

(%)

1E-04
5E-05
5E-06
2E-06

296.0773891
296.0774903
296.0705105
296.0706622
296.0705191

3E-04
4E-04
5E-05
4E-05
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3.2.

CFD model validation

The CFD model adopted in this study was validated with the experimental data of
Dukhan and Chen [20] which are based on the direct temperature measurements inside the asymmetrically heated aluminum foams. Figs. 4 are plots of dimensionless
temperature T eta = (T − T0 ) kf /qW H versus the none-dimensional axe Y = y/H.
The comparison between simulated temperature proﬁles and experimental data is
given for the 10 ppi aluminum foam having a porosity of 68.6% at inlet velocity of
2.71 m/s, the 10 ppi aluminum foam having a porosity of 79.6% at inlet velocity of
2.50 m/s and the 20 ppi foam having a porosity of 78.2% at inlet velocity of 2.79
m/s, respectively.
The experimental data and the numerical predictions are given for the nonedimensional axial distances X = x/H = 0.125, 0.250 and 0.375, which correspond
to the physical distances 1.27, 2.54 and 3.81 cm from the inlet of the foam block.
The temperature increases as the distance to the heated base decreases, in a similar
manner to an exponential growth. CFD temperature results and experimental data
are in good agreement but there is a small discrepancy between them at speciﬁc
locations. This may result from the uncertainties in the thermocouple’s location,
air velocity, temperature readings and heat ﬂux [20].
3.3.

Heat transfer

Fig. 5 illustrates the temperature distribution and the temperature contours inside
the three types of aluminum foam: the 10 ppi foam with a porosity of ε = 68.6%, the
20 ppi foam with a porosity of ε = 78.2% and the 40 ppi foam with a porosity of ε =
93.5%. The foam is a rectangular block heated by its top surface with a constant and
uniform heat ﬂux qw = 2.99 (W/cm2 ), and it is exposed to the air ﬂow in the axial
direction with a constant average velocity u0 = 2 m/s, and ambient temperature T0
= 293.15 K. For the three types of foam, the hottest region is located at the top
surface. As air acts as a coolant in the axial direction, this zone is located at the
right corner of the block. Maximum temperatures in the corresponding zone are
308.92 K for the 10 ppi foam, 313.74 K for the 20 ppi foam, and 337.02 K for the
40 ppi foam, respectively.
Fig. 6 shows a comparison of the temperature proﬁles at diﬀerent locations
(x = L/4, x = L/2, and x = L) of the transverse direction within the aluminum
foams. The 40 ppi aluminum foam shows a larger temperatures, followed by the
20 ppi, and then by the 10 ppi. The increasing of the foam porosity, increases the
metal content of the foam, and thus allowing more heat conduction form the heated
face into and through the foam in the transverse direction, and causing the higher
temperatures.
3.4.

Velocity

The dimensionless velocity proﬁle inside the three types of aluminum foam 10-, 20-,
40- pore per inch at the dimensionless axial location X = 0.5 is presented in Fig. 7.
It is shown that dimensionless velocity of air can be assumed to be constant across
the height of the foam block, except near the top and the bottom walls where there
is a step velocity gradient due to no-slip boundary condition. This result coincides
with the results of many authors [36, 37].
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(a)

(b)

(c)

Figure 4 Comparison of the present CFD results with the experimental ones for the three types
of foam: (a) 10 ppi, 68.6% aluminum foam, (b) 10 ppi, 79.6% aluminum foam and (c) 20 ppi,
78.2% aluminum foam
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Figure 5 Temperature distribution and temperature contours inside the three types of aluminum
foam: 10 ppi foam with a porosity of ε = 68.6%, 20 ppi foam with a porosity of ε = 78.2% and
40 ppi foam with a porosity of ε = 3.5% in conditions of qw = 2.99 (W/cm2 ) and u0 = 2 m/s
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(a)

(b)

(c)

Figure 6 Comparison of temperature proﬁles for the three types of aluminum foam (10 ppi,
20 ppi and 40 ppi) at diﬀerent locations: a) x = L/4, b) x = L/2 and c) x = L, in conditions of
qw =2.99 (W/cm2 ) and u0 = 2 m/s
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Figure 7 Dimensionless velocity at X = 0.5 inside the aluminum foams for qw =2.99 W/cm2 and
u0 =2m/s

This behavior is due to the strong ﬂow-mixing capability of the open-cell porous
structures. The dimensionless velocity proﬁle remains unchanged along the ﬂow
direction of the ﬂuid inside the three types of aluminum foam. As a result, the ﬂuid
ﬂow can be modeled as plug ﬂow [38].
3.5.

Pressure drop

The dimensionless pressure proﬁle inside the three types of aluminum foam 10-, 20-,
40- pore per inch, at the dimensionless axial location Y = 0.5, in the conditions of
qw = 2.99 W/cm2 and u0 = 2 m/s is presented in Fig. 8. Dimensionless pressure
decreases linearly along the ﬂow direction. Consequently, pressure drop increases
linearly inside the foams along the ﬂow direction. This result coincides with the
results of many authors [16, 35]. Pressure drop is almost identical for the three
types of the aluminum foam. This is an expected behavior because of the very close
values of the foams permeability.
3.6.

Reynolds number eﬀect

To study the eﬀect of Reynolds number on the ﬂow and temperature ﬁelds, calculations were carried out at Re = 250, 500, 1000, and 2000, respectively, for the three
types of aluminum foam, with the imposed heat ﬂux q = 0.8 W/cm2 . Temperature
distribution presented in Figs. 9–11, and comparison of local temperature proﬁles
T-Y variations in Fig. 12 inside the foam block at x = L/2, show that at higher
Reynolds number, the local temperature becomes lower. The reason for this trend
is that at larger Reynolds number, the more low temperature core ﬂuid passes over
heater porous matrix, This, in turn, increases signiﬁcantly the heat transfer by convection within the foam. Due to the Reynolds number eﬀect on the temperature
ﬁeld inside the porous medium, the foam with the largest number of pores presents
extended heat transfer surfaces. The result is a larger temperature gradient; therefore the 40ppi foam shows a higher temperature gradient than those of 20 PPI and
10 PPI.
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Figure 8 Pressure proﬁles inside the aluminum foams at Y = 0.5 for qw = 2.99 W/cm2
and u0 =2 m/s

Figure 9 Temperature distribution inside the 10 ppi aluminum foam with a porosity of ε = 68.6%
at diﬀerent Reynolds number (250, 500, 1000 and 2000)
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Figure 10 Temperature distribution inside the 20 ppi aluminum foam with a porosity of ε = 78.2%
at diﬀerent Reynolds number (250, 500, 1000 and 2000)

Figure 11 Temperature distribution inside the 40 ppi aluminum foam with a porosity of ε = 93.5%
at diﬀerent Reynolds number (250, 500, 1000 and 2000)
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(a)

(b)

(C)

(c)

Figure 12 Comparison of local temperature proﬁles at x = L/2, with the imposed heat ﬂux
q = 0.8 W/cm2 , at diﬀerent Reynolds number (250, 500, 1000 and 2000), inside the three types
of foam: a) 10 ppi aluminum foam with a porosity of ε = 68.6% , b) the 20 ppi aluminum foam
with a porosity of ε = 78.2%, and c) 40 ppi aluminum foam with a porosity of ε = 93.5%
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(a)

(b)

(c)

Figure 13 Comparison of the velocity proﬁles at x = L/2, with the imposed heat ﬂux
q = 0.8 W/cm2 , at diﬀerent Reynolds number (250, 500, 1000 and 2000): a) 10 ppi aluminum
foam with a porosity of ε = 68.6% , b) the 20 ppi aluminum foam with a porosity of ε = 78.2%,
and c) 40 ppi aluminum foam with a porosity of ε = 93.5%
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(a)

(b)

(c)

Figure 14 Comparison of the pressure proﬁles at y = H/2, with the imposed heat ﬂux
q = 0.8 W/cm2 , at diﬀerent Reynolds number (250, 500, 1000 and 2000), inside the three types
of foam: a) 10 ppi aluminum foam with a porosity of ε = 68.6% , b) the 20 ppi aluminum foam
with a porosity of ε = 78.2%, and c) 40 ppi aluminum foam with a porosity of ε = 93.5%
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(a)

(b)

Figure 15 Comparison of the temperature proﬁles at x = L/2, with diﬀerent imposed heat ﬂux
q = (0.8, 1.2, and 1.6) W/cm2 , inside the three types of foam: a) 10 ppi aluminum foam with
a porosity of ε = 68.6% , b) the 20 ppi aluminum foam with a porosity of ε = 78.2%, and c) 40 ppi
aluminum foam with a porosity of ε = 93.5%

Comparison of the velocity proﬁles U-Y variations in Fig. 13, at diﬀerent Reynolds
number Re = 250, 500, 1000, and 2000, respectively, for the three types of foam,
with the imposed heat ﬂux q = 0.8 W/cm2 , shows that as Re increases, the internal structure of the porous media has a greater eﬀect on velocity proﬁles, which
becomes ﬂatter. The strong ﬂow-mixing inside the porous structures makes the hydrodynamic boundary layer thickness smaller. This result coincides with the result
mentioned in the reference [16].
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(a)

(b)

(c)

Figure 16 Comparison of the velocity proﬁles at y = H/2, with diﬀerent imposed heat ﬂux
q = (0.8, 1.2, and 1.6) W/cm2 , inside the three types of foam: a) 10 ppi aluminum foam with
a porosity of ε = 68.6% , b) the 20 ppi aluminum foam with a porosity of ε = 78.2%, and c) 40 ppi
aluminum foam with a porosity of ε = 93.5%
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Fig. 14 shows a comparison of pressure proﬁles inside the three types of aluminum
foam 10-, 20-, 40- pore per inch, at diﬀerent Reynolds number (250, 500, 1000
and 2000), and at the transverse location y = H/2, with the imposed heat ﬂux
qw = 2.99 W/cm2 . Pressure proﬁles decrease linearly along the ﬂow direction.
And thus, pressure drops increase linearly inside the foams along the ﬂow direction.
The foam with the largest density of pores presents extended surfaces (pores and
ligaments) that exhibit a resistance to the air ﬂow. The result is a larger pressure
drop within the foam; therefore the 40 ppi foam shows a higher pressure drop than
those of 20 ppi and 10 ppi.
3.7.

Heat ﬂux eﬀect

The heat ﬂux imposed on the upper face of the foam block showen in Fig. 15
promotes the propagation of the heat by conduction in the porous matrix, which
increases the equilibrium temperature between the two phases of the foam solid
and gaseous. The 40 ppi foam shows higher temperatures than those shown for
the other foams. As the porosity increases, the metal content of the foam becomes
larger allowing more heat conduction form the heated face into and through the
foam in the transverse direction, and thus causing the higher temperatures.
The eﬀect of the imposed heat ﬂux on the ﬂow shown in Fig. 16 is not appreciable.
For a heat ﬂux which varies from 0.8 to 1.6 W/cm2 , velocity proﬁles for the three
types of foam are almost identical. For this range of heat ﬂux variation, the eﬀect
of air comprehensibility within the foam does not appear, and the ﬂow remains
unchanged.
4.

Conclusions

CFD modeling of heat transfer and ﬂuid ﬂow within aluminum foams subjected to
constant heat ﬂux on one side, and cooled by a conﬁned air ﬂow, was presented.
A two energy equations heat transfer model for porous media was adopted from
the literature. For ﬂuid ﬂow, the Brinkman-Forchheimer extended Darcy model
is considered to predict the dynamic behavior of the ﬂuid transfer to the interior
of metallic foams. COMSOL multiphysics software is used to solve the governing
equations. The eﬀects of Reynolds number range Re = 250-2000 and the imposed
heat ﬂux qw = 0.8-1.6 (W/cm2 ) on the ﬂuid ﬂow hydrodynamic parameters, as well
as on the porous medium thermal characteristics are examined for the three types
of aluminum foam10-, 20-, 40- pore per inch.
The following conclusions may be mentioned:
1. The grid sensitivity analysis proves that the CFD model realized by COMSOL
software uses the most eﬃcient mesh size, which gives better and accurate
results.
2. Under the conditions of a constant imposed heat ﬂux, and a constant air
velocity at the inlet, the hottest region is located at the right corner of the
top surface. The level of temperature increases with increasing of the foam
porosity.
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3. Due to the strong ﬂow-mixing capability of the foams structures. The velocity
proﬁle remains unchanged along the ﬂow direction. As a result, the ﬂuid ﬂow
can be modeled as plug ﬂow over the range of parameter under consideration.
4. The pressure proﬁle decreases linearly along the ﬂow direction. Consequently,
pressure drop increases linearly inside the foams. The 40 ppi foam shows
a higher pressure drop than those of 20 ppi and 10 ppi.
5. The eﬀect of Reynolds number on the temperature ﬁeld is due mainly to
the forced convection of air, a temperature gradient within the foam in the
transverse of ﬂow direction increases with increasing of the foam porosity. The
pressure drop becomes larger under the condition of the forced convection.
6. The eﬀect of the imposed heat ﬂux on the temperature ﬁeld is due mainly
to the heat conduction inside the porous matrix, The increasing of the foam
porosity, increases the metal content of the foam, and thus allowing more heat
conduction form the heated face into and through the foam in the transverse
direction, and causing the higher temperatures. The velocity and pressure
drop rest unchanged under the envisaged conditions of imposed heat ﬂux.
7. The CFD results generally showed qualitative agreement with experimental
data from the literature.
8. In perspective for this work, the eﬀect of the Reynolds number in transient
and turbulent ﬂow regimes must be examined.
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Nomenclature
CF – friction coeﬃcient (dimensionless)
Cp – heat capacity of ﬂuid
df – ﬁber diameter
dp – pore diameter
G – shape function
H – height of foam block
hsf – convection heat transfer coeﬃcient
K – permeability of the porous medium
k – thermal conductivity
L – length of foam block
N – number of mesh elements
Nux – local Nusselt number
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p – pressure
p0 – atmospheric pressure
Pr – Prandtl number (dimensionless)
ppi – number of pores per inch
Re – Reynolds number (dimensionless)
qw – speciﬁc heat ﬂux
T – temperature
Tw,x – local wall temperature
T0 – temperature entering foam
Teta – dimensionless temperature
U – dimensionless velocity in the x-direction
u – velocity component in the x-direction
uD – Darcian velocity
u0 – average velocity entering foam
v – velocity component in the y-direction
V – velocity vector
W – width of foam sample
X, Y – dimensionless Cartesian coordinates
x, y – Cartesian coordinates
Greek symbols
ε – porosity
ρ – density
α – speciﬁc surface area
∆ – change
µ – dynamic viscosity
ν – kinematic viscosity
σ – surface area per unit volume of foam
Subscripts
d – thermal dispersion
f – ﬂuid
fe – ﬂuid eﬀective
0 – inlet
s – solid
se – solid eﬀective
w – wall

